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Five Conundrums: The United States and the Conflict in Syria

Executive Summary
For the past 8 years, two U.S. administrations, the United Nations (UN), and numerous 

foreign governments have sought to end the catastrophic war in Syria and reach a negotiated po-
litical settlement to the conflict. Their efforts have repeatedly been complicated, even thwarted, 
by the highly contested and violent politics underlying the conflict, the sheer number of conflict 
actors inside and outside of Syria, and those actors’ diverse and often irreconcilable objectives.

Many of the complications for U.S. policy have stemmed from the need for policymakers 
to focus on three separate but intertwined dimensions of the Syrian conflict, even while policy 
options to deal with one dimension of the conflict had significant but often unpredictable effects 
on the others. The first dimension has been the campaign to deal an enduring territorial defeat 
upon the so-called Islamic State (IS), an element of U.S. policy that enjoyed near unanimous 
international consensus and adequate means to accomplish the task. The second is the central 
conflict between the Bashar al-Asad regime and its opponents, an existential power struggle 
that drew in multiple foreign powers and yielded nearly unimaginable destruction of Syrian 
property, infrastructure, and lives. And the third is the strategic challenge of Iran and its drive 
to eliminate U.S. influence in the Middle East.

As the United States and other parties sought to navigate these three dimensions of the 
conflict, a set of paradoxical challenges—conundrums—emerged and, in some cases, made the 
situation in Syria even more intractable and a solution on terms favorable to U.S. national secu-
rity even more elusive.

This paper discusses five such conundrums. The first is that military, political, and eco-
nomic pressure on the Asad regime, a principal feature of U.S. and Western policy, in many 
ways exacerbated problems for Syrian civilians, the Syrian opposition, and Syria’s neighbors 
without yielding political concessions or reforms to the nature of Syrian governance. The second 
involves the Syrian opposition—though highly fragmented save for most extremist elements 
and thus an ineffective force for driving political change in Syria, the United States nonetheless 
continued to accord it considerable international support and legitimacy. The third conundrum 
deals with the challenges of balancing the U.S. relationship with Turkey, a North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) ally, while simultaneously working with a Kurdish-led militia viewed by 
Turkey as a national security threat. The fourth centers on Russia’s involvement in Syria and, 
specifically, the contradictory need for the United States and Russia to work together in Syria 
even while the two countries hold opposing views on a continued role for Bashar al-Asad in 
Syria’s governance. And the fifth conundrum is that foreign interventions in the Syrian conflict, 
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including those designed to counter the Asad regime’s brutality and hasten a resolution of the 
conflict, may actually have made the war longer and bloodier, particularly for civilians. This is 
consistent with the historical experience with foreign intervention in civil wars elsewhere.

This discussion of these five conundrums is neither an appeal for greater U.S. involvement 
nor a recommendation to stand aside in the face of threats to our allies, partners, and national 
interests. The conundrums do, however, carry a number of implications as policymakers con-
template the U.S. approach in Syria and beyond, including:

■■ Pressure on Asad to change his regime’s behavior carries unwelcome ramifications for 
the United States and its allies—particularly greater regime dependence on Iran—and 
negative consequences borne disproportionately by Syrian civilians and Syria’s neighbors.

■■ The anti-Asad cause may be incapable of coalescing around an effective, cohesive, and 
truly moderate entity that could carry the weight that the United States and others in the 
international community had put on its shoulders.

■■ Partnering with nonstate actors, particularly those with political objectives that go be-
yond those of the United States, carries hazards and raises sometime unfulfillable expec-
tations. The United States has rarely made a long-term commitment to nonstate part-
ners, suggesting that the limits of what is essentially a transactional relationship should be 
made clear at the outset.

■■ U.S. involvement in Syria is difficult without some measure of cooperation or coordina-
tion with Russia. But potential common ground is extremely limited, particularly while 
the Russians perceive that the United States effectively seeks a Syria without Asad. The 
prospect of reconstruction assistance for a post-Asad Syria or sanctions on the regime are 
unlikely to induce Russian cooperation on U.S. aims.

At the end of the day, foreign involvement in such a complex and volatile situation as 
Syria yields, almost inevitably, unpredictable consequences. But many of the negative conse-
quences of the Syrian conflict were actually predictable, particularly Asad’s brutal reaction to 
the uprising, his refusal to yield to pressure, Iran and Russia’s support for the regime, and the 
potential for foreign intervention to exacerbate the situation for Syrian civilians. Taken together, 
the consequences—both predictable and unpredictable—may ultimately prove to outweigh the 
benefits of getting involved in the first place.
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Five Conundrums: The United States and the Conflict in Syria

Introduction
For 8 years, two U.S. administrations, the United Nations (UN), and numerous foreign 

governments have pursued the elusive goal of resolving the calamitous conflict in Syria. The 
highly contested and violent politics underlying the conflict, the number of conflict actors in-
side and outside of Syria, and their diverse and often irreconcilable objectives—in other words, 
the conflict’s sheer complexity—have thwarted efforts to solve it. Indeed, even the definition of 
resolution remains unresolved; while UN Security Council Resolution 2254 may be the most 
widely accepted template, it is vague enough to allow all parties—the United States and Iran, for 
example—to see and justify a desirable end state in starkly different terms.1

Many of the complications for U.S. policy have stemmed from the need for policymakers 
to focus on three separate but intertwined dimensions of the Syrian conflict, and that options to 
deal with one dimension had significant but often unpredictable effects on the others. The three 
primary conflict dimensions of interest to U.S. policymakers have included:

■■ The “manageable problem,” which is our military effort to deal the so-called Islamic 
State (IS), is an enduring territorial defeat in Syria. Manageable may seem an odd descrip-
tion for what has been a long and difficult military campaign. But it has been the one 
problem whose dimensions we can mostly comprehend, fashion a coherent and effective 
military strategy to deal with, and see through to a clear and hopefully satisfying end. That 
is not to discount the tenacity of IS or the broader challenge of resilient Salafi jihadism 
in Syria and the region. In fact, the challenge of preventing the reemergence of IS may be 
just as difficult as destroying its current incarnation. That said, the collective campaign to 
destroy IS’s territorial control in Iraq and Syria has been relatively straightforward given 
both the unanimous international political consensus, even among adversaries, on the 
need to defeat the group, and the available means to accomplish the task.2

■■ The “meta-problem” is the original and central issue in Syria, and the one that hangs 
over and weaves its way through all others: the conflict between the Asad regime and its 
opponents. This has been, first and foremost, an existential power struggle among a great 
many Syrian groups and the Syrian government that manifested itself as a splintered and 
bloody insurgency, sent millions of refugees streaming outward, spurred radicalization, 
attracted thousands of foreign terrorist fighters, destroyed untold billions of dollars of in-
frastructure, and shattered many thousands of families and communities. The conflict has 
also sucked multiple foreign powers into Syria, making it an international conflict playing 
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out not only inside Syria, but in Geneva, Astana, and among foreign capitals around the 
world.

■■ The “mega-problem,” which is Iran. Iran has become the major strategic challenge in 
the Middle East for the United States and for our allies, and Syria is now a central venue 
where the multifarious challenge of Iran, including its drive to eliminate U.S. influence in 
the Middle East, presents itself. Even if IS is destroyed, and even if the war between the 
Asad regime and its opponents finds an end, we will still be left with an Iran seeking he-
gemony from Tehran to Beirut, re-ordering the politics in the region in destabilizing ways 
and, in so doing, feeding sectarian tensions and threatening the safety of U.S. personnel 
and the security of some of our closest allies.3

These three dimensions help explain the complexity of the conflict and hint at the difficulty 
of reaching a neat and satisfying resolution.4 But as the United States and other parties sought 
to navigate toward a resolution early on in the conflict, the complexity grew further, and a set 
of conundrums emerged that wend across and wind through these three dimensions of the 
conflict. The word conundrum does not simply suggest challenges, or even particularly thorny 
problems. What the word should convey is that some of the ends the United States pursued—
and some of the tools deployed—led to unexpected, counterintuitive, and paradoxical results, 
and in so doing actually made the conflict more difficult to end on favorable terms.

What follows is a discussion of five such conundrums that point toward a set of policy 
implications for decisionmakers. The first conundrum argues that pressure on the Asad re-
gime—long at the heart of U.S. policy—actually exacerbated the problems for United States and 
its partners, for Syria’s neighbors, and for ordinary Syrians. The second confronts the fatal weak-
nesses of the Syrian opposition and discusses why a fragmented opposition—save for the most 
radical and irreconcilable elements—made a political resolution of the conflict less likely. The 
third discusses the challenge of preserving our relationship with Turkey, an important North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) ally, while the U.S. military partners with a Syrian militia 
that Turkey regards as a profound national security threat. The fourth discusses the Russians 
and the contradictory need for the United States and Russia to work together in Syria even while 
the two countries pursue largely antithetical ends. And the fifth, not so much a discrete conun-
drum, looks at historical research on civil wars over the past 25 years and concludes, among 
other things, that foreign intervention designed to hasten the war’s end may actually have made 
it longer and bloodier, and brought more misery on the civilian population.
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These five conundrums are not necessarily exhaustive nor comprehensive—in a conflict as 
complex as Syria, there are undoubtedly others. But this may give a sense of the heavy challenge 
of resolving the Syrian conflict and the paradoxical effects of our involvement in such a complex 
system over which the United States has had relatively little control. The article concludes with 
some implications for policymakers seeking to bring the conflict to an end, and reflects on the 
unintended and unpredictable consequences of U.S. involvement in foreign conflicts in Syria 
and beyond.

Conundrum 1: The Paradoxical Consequences of Pressuring the Asad 
Regime

The first conundrum relates to the perverse effect of pressure on the Asad regime. From 
early in the conflict, the most prevalent theory among opposition supporters, particularly in 
the West, was that military and economic pressure would induce the Asad regime to make 
substantial concessions in a political process, up to and including Bashar al-Asad’s departure 
from power and a “political transition” resulting in a fundamentally restructured Syrian gov-
ernment.5 But after 8 years of conflict, and a lot more pressure on the Syrian regime than many 
observers seem to realize,6 half the country is displaced,7 hundreds of thousands of civilians 
have been killed, and the physical damage to the country may be incalculable. And yet, Asad 
is still there. Not even during the darkest days of the conflict did he or his regime ever make a 
sincere commitment to implement the fundamental reforms or devolution of executive power 
that the opposition and its supporters demanded. It now seems more likely that Asad and the 
Syrian regime would have destroyed the country before yielding, effectively making good on 
the chilling slogan of pro-government forces, “Asad, or we burn the country.”8 Thus the theory 
that pressure could produce a political transformation in the Syrian regime was based, at least in 
part, on a misunderstanding of the nature of the Syrian state, its sheer kill-or-be-killed tenacity, 
and the commitment of Russia and Iran to maintaining that state intact with Bashar al-Asad as 
its president.9 Instead of a political transition, pressure yielded only mayhem and destitution.

It is worth recalling that the protests in Syria began during the Arab Spring, a time of con-
siderable regional upheaval when Arab populations were demanding not just political reforms, 
but the overthrow of their long-entrenched leaders.10 But as the Dutch scholar and diplomat 
Nikolaos van Dam suggests, the Asad regime, as a minoritarian government, is highly disin-
clined—including out of fear of revenge—to make any significant political concessions, much 
less permit the actual departure of the president.11 Even minor concessions could fatally shake 
the support of various elements of the Syrian state and society that depend on Asad. Moreover, 
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the Syrian regime is largely centralized; its component parts—particularly the military and the 
security services—derive considerable material benefits from their service and compete in their 
loyalty to Asad and his inner circle, making it relatively coup-proof.12 As a result, Asad is not 
only unlikely to show any flexibility or willingness to devolve executive authority under pres-
sure, he—like his father—has shown a marked willingness to respond brutally to any hint of 
rebellion. “Hama Rules” is what the author and journalist Thomas Friedman famously called it 
after the massacre deployed by Hafez al-Asad to put down a Muslim Brotherhood insurrection 
in the city of Hama in 1982.13 Observers who knew Asad’s Syria best tended to be the least opti-
mistic that a strategy of pressure on the regime would yield even cosmetic political concessions, 
let alone ones that were tantamount to regime change.14

Consistent with the escalatory logic of foreign interventions,15 the pressure Asad did expe-
rience—and which badly weakened him by the summer of 201516—triggered a counterescala-
tion, and brought in the Russians in a big way, with sophisticated air defenses, cruise missiles, 
fighter jets, and a merciless military doctrine that yielded huge numbers of civilian casualties. 
So, short of a massive intervention to actually decapitate the regime, it is hard to imagine that 
military pressure would ever have had the desired effect.17 The Syrian regime simply had friends 
with much stronger interests in its survival than the United States did in its removal.

More problematically for the United States and its allies, not only did pressure on Asad fail 
to bring about political concessions, and not only did it precipitate a major Russian escalation, 
but it also brought something even more dangerous: more Iranians. Military, economic, and 
diplomatic pressure on the regime transformed Syria’s historically friendly relationship with 
Iran18 into an existential necessity.19 The numbers of Iranian and Iranian proxy forces have re-
portedly increased, and Syrian dependence on Iran has grown.20 Military pressure, instead of 
forcing a change in leadership and the nature of Syrian governance, has only exacerbated the 
problem of Iranian influence in Syria, a major concern for our Israeli and Jordanian allies.

Conundrum 2: The Fatal Limitations of the Syrian Opposition
The second conundrum has to do with the Syrian opposition, on which the United States 

and other countries long staked hopes for a political resolution of the conflict and a decent 
future for the Syrian people. The opposition, however, had two fatal flaws that made it an un-
suitable tool for those seeking political change in Syria. The first was fragmentation, which 
made it impossible for the opposition to credibly commit to political agreements. Fragmenta-
tion may have also contributed to the U.S. and the West’s misunderstanding of the opposition, 
particularly the seriousness of its second fatal flaw: the fact that extremist armed actors were, 
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from early on, the dominant force on the ground and the principal factor in opposition military 
successes.21

The Syrian opposition—as it has come to be constituted since the beginning of 2011—is a 
diverse collection of individuals, political organizations, and armed militias that share the over-
arching goal of unseating Asad and replacing his regime with something else.22 Its component 
parts include:

■■ A political leadership, itself often suffering from internal competition and disorganiza-
tion, made up largely of exiles, many of whom were prominent figures before the uprising, 
who lobbied the international community and represented anti-Asad forces in the UN-
sponsored political process23

■■ A large number of ideologically diverse militias operating inside the country, which 
had only weak, often mistrustful, links to each other and to the diaspora figures who os-
tensibly represented them24

■■ A multitude of civil society organizations of various political affiliations operating in-
side and outside Syria25

■■ Opposition-aligned governance bodies—such as local councils, opposition courts, and 
police forces—active in opposition-held areas inside Syria.26

Fragmentation among opposition groups, both inside Syria and in exile, had two effects. 
First, it made the United States more cautious about a decisive intervention aimed at overthrow-
ing the regime, particularly after it became clear that the regime would not fall on its own (à la 
Tunisia or Egypt). This sense was, by the time the Barack Obama administration had to contem-
plate the issue, growing more acute in light of the then-unfolding disaster in Libya.27

And second, fragmentation meant that no single actor or combination of actors within it 
could credibly commit the opposition as a single entity in political negotiations, or even in na-
tional ceasefire discussions, making a resolution less likely.28 Even if the opposition’s adversaries 
wanted to strike a peace deal,29 none could trust that the opposition could implement it. Further, 
the fact that the opposition was represented principally by exiles became a major weakness, not 
least because they were quickly viewed as detached and insulated from events on the ground in 
Syria and thus lacked the urgency, influence, and legitimacy necessary to negotiate credibly.30
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The history of the conflict saw multiple efforts to resolve the problem of opposition dis-
organization, including the creation of the Syrian National Council in 2011;31 its expansion 
into the Syrian Opposition Coalition in 2012;32 the December 2015 formation in Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia, of the High Negotiations Commission (HNC);33 and its transformation into the Syr-
ian Negotiation Committee in 2017.34 The HNC, which spanned the ideological spectrum, was 
the broadest opposition coalition to date and, for the first time, had the support of most major 
armed opposition groups (and the direct participation of some of them). But the representative-
ness of these umbrella groups did not equate to ideological unity, and so they failed to resolve 
the fundamental problem of internal fragmentation and competition that had long plagued the 
opposition. Indeed, the formation of such broad coalitions had the contrary effect that they 
could coalesce only around positions that effectively ruled out flexibility in negotiations.

The opposition’s second fatal flaw was that the most potent unifiers among the armed op-
position groups have been extremists, and al Qaeda in particular. Over the course of the Syrian 
conflict there has been significant tension between the most hardline armed groups (includ-
ing irreconcilable jihadi movements) and more moderate nationalist elements, which branded 

Secretary of State John Kerry speaks with Riad Hijab, leader of the High Negotiations Committee of the Syrian 
Opposition, at French Foreign Ministry following multilateral meeting about Syria, May 9, 2016, in Paris (State 
Department)
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themselves as the Free Syrian Army.35 The conflict has steadily seen those more moderate ele-
ments dominated by, absorbed into, or completely dismantled by more radical groups, particu-
larly the al Qaeda–affiliated al-Nusra Front and its later incarnation36, Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham.37 
On this the Asad regime was clearly complicit; having painted the opposition as gangs of ter-
rorists, Asad helped ensure that they lived up to that characterization, including by releasing 
some of the most radical militants from regime prisons.38 However, these same extremists also 
received significant money and weapons from foreign supporters,39 and seemed to benefit from 
greater religious and ideological cohesion. So, it is not clear if regime actions, while invidious, 
were decisive in the extremist groups’ relative unity and effectiveness.40

That extremist actors came to dominate the opposition and were, by mid-2013, the lead-
ing actors on the ground, had disastrous consequences for the opposition movement. Unity 
under extremist groups, once achieved, made a resolution even less likely because it empowered 
groups that both the international community and the regime regarded as unacceptable. The 
prominence of hardline and highly sectarian opposition groups also very likely firmed up the 
regime’s core bases of support. This included support for the regime among urban Sunnis (as 
well as Christians and other minorities) who, far from feeling any kind of affinity with the likes 
of al Qaeda or even less extreme Islamist groups, believed they would suffer just as much as an 
Alawite should the opposition seize Syria’s major cities. These fears likely contributed to the 
reluctance among Syrians in urban areas to take up arms against the state.41

Thus, the two parties to the UN-sponsored, but “Syrian-led,”42 negotiations on which the 
international community has staked so much would be a regime that—as noted earlier—is inca-
pable of making concessions lest it risk a potentially uncontrollable slide toward its own demise, 
and an opposition split between a cohesive cadre of irreconcilable extremists and a fractured 
collection of militias and exile political figures who lack sufficient unity, legitimacy, and influ-
ence over forces and territory. For the Syrian regime and its supporters, this all made the option 
of using military force to eliminate the opposition relatively more attractive. The net result is 
that prospects for a conflict-ending political process have been bleak, and the track record of 
recent years bears this out.

Meanwhile, following the rise of IS in Syria in 2014, the strongest local U.S. partner in Syr-
ia has been the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), the backbone of which is a Kurdish militia, the 
People’s Protection Units, or YPG.43 The SDF has been the critical U.S. partner in the campaign 
to destroy the so-called Islamic State. The group is coherent and centralized and, for reasons of 
its secular ideology, is highly resistant to infiltration by Islamic extremists. So, besides fighting 
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competently, it can more reliably make and enforce deals with other parties in the war. But it 
also created another profound conundrum for U.S. policy.

Conundrum 3: When a Partner Force Threatens an Ally
The third conundrum relates to our alliance with Turkey and our partnership with this 

Syrian militia—the SDF—in the campaign to defeat IS. More generally, this is the conundrum 
of partnering with any local nonstate actor that has a different, or broader, set of objectives than 
the United States. The U.S.-led counter-IS campaign in Syria is one such case.

Since the beginning of the conflict, U.S. policy for Syria has relied on Turkey, an important 
NATO ally that shares a long border with Syria, and for much of the war shared many of the 
United States’ political objectives. The U.S. Government established one of its main platforms 
for humanitarian and other nonlethal assistance to the Syrian opposition in Turkey, and worked 
extensively with Turkish counterparts on virtually all aspects of the Syrian conflict.44 But as 
the war ground on, and particularly as the focus of U.S. involvement in Syria shifted from the 
anti-Asad opposition to the fight against IS, Turkish and U.S. interests in Syria became harder 
to reconcile.

Syrian Democratic Forces formation marches during victory ceremony over defeat of Daesh’s so-called physical caliphate, 

March 23, 2019, at Omar Academy, Deir ez-Zor, Syria (U.S. Army/Ray Boyington)
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A turning point in U.S.-Turkey relations came between September 2014 and early 2015 
when the U.S. military began conducting airstrikes in Syria. The strikes were partly in support 
of the YPG, then fighting to break the IS siege of Kobani.45 As it became clear that the U.S.-led 
anti-IS coalition’s relationship with the YPG would extend beyond the battle for Kobani, tension 
in the U.S.-Turkey relationship grew sharply. With a paucity of good options, it quickly became 
clear that the YPG—which by October 2015 was being broadened with the support of the U.S. 
military into the multiethnic SDF—was the only ready force in Syria capable of eliminating IS 
on the ground and operating effectively with the United States. The YPG is highly organized, 
making it capable of both holding and securing territory. In addition, the YPG and its various 
political wings are secular and hostile to Islamists, particularly IS and other Salafi jihadi ex-
tremists, and the group’s aims, which include a high degree of autonomy in historically Kurdish 
territories46 and other SDF-controlled areas, effectively necessitate the elimination of jihadis.

The U.S. partnership with the SDF, however, was an affront to Turkey and fed a souring of the 
relationship more broadly.47 Turkey, having fought a decades-long campaign against the Kurdistan 
Workers’ Party (PKK), perceived the group as a threat to its territorial integrity and regarded the 
YPG, at least in Turkish public rhetoric, as terrorists on a par with al Qaeda or IS.48 More impor-
tantly, Turkey feared a U.S. political relationship with the YPG could have negative implications 
for its fight against the PKK in Turkey, a fight that had for decades enjoyed U.S. support.

On multiple occasions, the United States explored other possibilities, including consti-
tution of a totally new anti-IS force made up of Turkish-supported opposition groups to be 
trained and equipped by the U.S. military.49 But no other option proved viable and capable of 
supporting the U.S.-led coalition’s urgency and maintaining its momentum in the campaign to 
defeat IS, particularly as it turned south along the Middle Euphrates River Valley in the fall of 
2016 and 2017.50 That urgency grew still further with the Donald Trump administration, which 
set the rapid final destruction of IS’s territorial control and the withdrawal of U.S. forces as an 
important foreign policy priority.51

This created a major, and still unresolved, conundrum: given the irreplaceable role played 
by the SDF, how could the United States resolve this fundamental tension between quickly de-
stroying IS in Syria—a major U.S. national security objective spanning two administrations—
and preserving its strategic relationship with Turkey? For much of the counter-IS campaign, the 
United States was able to balance the two competing priorities, though not without considerable 
tension in the bilateral relationship. Even some European allies that initially were uncomfort-
able working with the SDF because of both legal considerations and their own complicated 
relationships with Turkey52 eventually came to prioritize the defeat of IS, and so were willing to 
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work in various ways with the SDF. The United Kingdom and France deployed combat forces,53 
and other countries provided stabilization and other forms of assistance in SDF-controlled ar-
eas. By the spring of 2019, IS territorial control that once spanned thousands of square miles in 
Iraq and Syria was reduced to a few villages in Syria’s far southeast, and those were ultimately 
liberated by March 2019.

The U.S.-Turkey relationship, however, remained fraught. Based on U.S. reassurances that 
its partnership with the YPG and the SDF would not translate into political support for the or-
ganization, Turkey seemed to tolerate (sometimes just barely) the U.S. presence in eastern Syria 
between 2014 and late 2018.54 Throughout the U.S. partnership with the SDF, U.S. public state-
ments have characterized the relationship as “tactical” and “transactional,”55 implying no long-
term commitment to protect the SDF and no support for the SDF’s political goals. However, the 
SDF has been widely regarded, including by the U.S. Congress, as a stalwart partner.56 Further, 
U.S. policy aimed at effecting significant reform in Damascus—and dissuading the SDF from 
attempting to strike a deal with the Syrian regime—made it necessary to somehow account for 
the SDF’s goals in the context of a broader political process.

By late 2018, U.S. officials had announced that a residual military presence would remain 
in Syria in support of far-reaching goals, including the removal of all Iranian forces from Syria 
and a political solution that would fundamentally change the nature of the Syrian regime. To 
the Turks, this policy amounted to indefinite U.S. protection and military support for a politi-
cal entity linked to the PKK—an intolerable situation.57 In late December, Turkey threatened to 
invade northern Syria, at which point a new conundrum immediately presented itself. What, if 
any, is the U.S. relationship with, and responsibility toward, the SDF once the campaign to de-
feat IS is completed? Is there scope to repurpose the group for larger objectives than counter-IS? 
Can this be done while avoiding an outright confrontation with Turkey? Menacing statements 
from Turkey58 lent urgency to the need to find a way to ensure that the SDF would not be de-
stroyed by Turkey in the wake of a U.S. withdrawal. But absent a Russian-facilitated relation-
ship between the SDF and the existing state, or a U.S. commitment to a long-term presence in 
northeastern Syria, the SDF faces an unenviable quandary.

Conundrum 4: The Confounding Necessity of Working with Russia
The fourth conundrum relates to the Russians—their aims in Syria, their capabilities and 

limitations, and the scope for U.S.-Russia cooperation. Russia, of course, regards its competi-
tion with the United States in strategic terms, and many observers believe Russia seeks to fun-
damentally degrade U.S. influence. In Syria, Russia has had particular aims that run contrary 
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to U.S. goals throughout much of the conflict. Most obviously, Russia has sought to stabilize 
and strengthen Bashar al-Asad, while the United States, from the early days of the conflict, 
has sought a political transition that would ultimately lead to Asad’s departure from power59—
something Russia regards as part of a pattern of misguided U.S. policies aimed at regime change 
in the Arab world and elsewhere.60 In pursuing these aims, Russia has partnered with Iran,61 
even as the United States has sought to isolate the Iranians,62 stymie Iranian ambitions in the 
region, and ultimately see the removal of Iranian military and political influence from Syria—a 
policy Russia has regarded as unrealistic even if they hint at times that it might be desirable.63

Despite these contradictions, there was a sense in the international community—and 
among many Syrians—that a resolution of the Syria conflict would ultimately require some 
meeting of the minds between the United States and Russia.64 Their shared interests in combat-
ing IS meant we would, at a minimum, have to deconflict military operations to prevent dan-
gerous confrontations and mid-air mishaps.65 But some saw even more potential—that Syria 
could be a pragmatic starting point for a U.S.-Russia relationship that could help resolve the 
conflict and might pay broader geopolitical dividends. Could the United States and Russia work 
together to end the war in Syria even as we pursue fundamentally opposing objectives there? 

Bashar al-Asad meets with Vladimir Putin at the Kremlin (President of Russia Web site)
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The last 2 years of the Obama administration and the first year of the Trump administration saw 
concerted U.S. efforts to explore this question.

During the latter part of the Obama administration, then–Secretary of State John Kerry 
had expansive ambitions and worked extensively with his Russian counterpart, Sergei Lavrov, to 
find common ground in Syria. Beginning in the fall of 2015, Kerry and Lavrov created and co-
chaired what became known as the International Syria Support Group (ISSG),66 which brought 
together the major international actors involved in the Syrian conflict, including supporters 
of both the opposition and the regime. (Despite the presence of 17 other countries and the 
UN Special Envoy, the ISSG was essentially a vehicle for U.S.-Russia cooperation). In Decem-
ber 2015, Kerry and Lavrov negotiated—and the UN Security Council passed unanimously—
UNSC Resolution 2254, which remains to this day the most widely accepted reference for a 
political resolution to the conflict67  Kerry sought a nationwide ceasefire and a reenergized po-
litical process that would produce a genuine transition in the nature of Syria’s political system.68 
Kerry simultaneously explored ways to coordinate with Russia on counterterrorism, including 
through establishment of a “Joint Implementation Center” that would coordinate kinetic ef-
forts against terrorists.69 But these efforts effectively came to naught; by the end of the Obama 
administration, the nationwide ceasefire had long since broken down;70 a UN political process 
centered in Geneva existed only in theory;71 Kerry’s efforts to work with Russia on counterter-
rorism in Syria proved fruitless; and the U.S.-Russia relationship was at an acrimonious nadir.72 
It appeared that Russia’s ability to thwart U.S. expectations for Syrian political reform was an 
equally effective way to demonstrate Russia’s peer status—more or less the dark side of Russia’s 
desire to be regarded as an equal in a cooperative relationship.

In the first year of the Trump administration, the United States and Russia sought to work 
on a narrower set of issues in Syria, focusing on establishing a ceasefire in the southwest and 
maintaining a military deconfliction channel to facilitate an accelerated campaign to defeat IS.73 
The southwest ceasefire lasted for approximately a year—remarkably durable by the standards 
of the Syrian conflict. And the military deconfliction proved a useful, if imperfect,74 means to 
facilitate the U.S. air campaign and support for the SDF, particularly in the Middle Euphrates 
River Valley.75 Russia, which constantly reminded the world that U.S. forces were in Syria with-
out the government’s permission and, therefore, illegally,76 was nonetheless willing to enter into 
deconfliction understandings that implicitly legitimized the U.S. presence. Russia presumably 
agreed to this because these arrangements satisfied the Russian desire for U.S.-Russia military 
contacts that approached (but never met the definition of) cooperation,77 and helped hasten the 
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defeat of the IS terrorists who threatened, among others, the Syrian regime and potentially the 
Russian homeland. It clearly served U.S. interests as well.

But beyond that, there was no progress in two other areas where the United States sought 
to leverage a relationship with Russia: an agreed path for a political resolution of the conflict and 
expulsion of Iran and its proxy forces from Syria.78 Russia eventually became fully invested in its 
own political initiative—the so-called Astana process,79 built around cooperation with Iran and 
Turkey—and U.S. influence over the trajectory of the Syrian conflict ebbed.

Conundrum 5: The Inimical Effect of Foreign Intervention on Civil 
Wars

The fifth conundrum relates to the nature of civil wars and the effect of foreign intervention. 
The Syrian conflict motivated many foreign parties, including the United States, to get involved, 
whether to support the cause of the Syrian opposition, protect civilians, mitigate the war’s hu-
manitarian fallout, defeat jihadi terrorists, or deter Iran. Other parties became involved for their 
own reasons—notably Russia and Iran, which sought to bolster the Asad regime and guarantee 
the stability of the Syrian state. Still others became involved, at least in part, to pursue the vari-
ous agendas—Iran vs. Israel, Saudi Arabia vs. Iran, Turkey vs. PKK-affiliated Kurds—that have 
plagued this conflict. But far from hastening a resolution of the conflict, the scholarly research 
(and hard experience) of the last 25 years suggests that these interventions made the war longer 
and bloodier. Among the conclusions of studies on civil war termination is the following:80

■■ Civil wars last 10 years on average. According to James Fearon of Stanford University, 
who has studied internal conflicts extensively, civil wars since 1945 have lasted an average 
of 10 years.81 He and other scholars have offered numerous reasons why civil wars last so 
long, including the uniquely intractable nature of internal conflicts, which tend to revolve 
around irreconcilable ethno-sectarian and other identity issues and attract interventions 
from foreign powers who fuel ongoing hostilities by supporting proxy factions.

■■ Fragmented civil wars last even longer. Studies have shown that the greater the num-
ber of factions in a civil war—and the Syrian civil war is highly fragmented—the longer 
it tends to last. Conflicts with a high degree of fragmentation—about 8 percent of them 
since 1945—lasted more than two decades. In a 2006 paper, David E. Cunningham of the 
University of Maryland argued that the more warring parties you have, the fewer mutu-
ally acceptable solutions there are.82 Because a durable agreement requires buy-in from 
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all parties, a fragmented civil war means there are more “veto-players” who can reject a 
settlement. External intervention makes it even worse—support from multiple foreign 
parties to multiple internal parties increases fragmentation, which ultimately makes it 
more difficult for one party to win.

■■ External intervention makes civil wars bloodier, and longer still. Intervention is usually 
not enough to decide the war because external powers have limited tolerance for risk and 
involvement. Intervening powers also have a tendency to convince themselves that the 
level of intervention needed to bring about a favorable outcome is less than what is actu-
ally required. They also tend to underestimate the capacity and will for counterescalation 
on the other side. Escalations increase the lethal power of the incumbent government and 
the rebels, but the process usually delays a resolution of the conflict.83

■■ External intervention increases civilian casualties. A 2012 paper by Reed Wood, Ja-
cob Kathman, and Stephen Gent found that military intervention on the part of rebels 
increases government killings of civilians by approximately 40 percent.84 They argue that 
incumbent governments decide to victimize civilians when rebel capacities increase be-
cause they think it deters civilians from supporting the rebels. In that sense, the military 
purpose of indiscriminately bombing rebel-held towns is to send a message to civilians 
still living in government-held territory.

■■ Most civil wars do not end with negotiated settlements. Research by Barbara F. Walter, 
a professor of political science at the University of California, San Diego, and one of the 
leading scholars on civil war termination, suggested that 75 percent of civil wars since 
1945 ended in decisive victories, not political settlements. Civil war combatants often 
choose to fight until the very end, which usually means the “extermination, expulsion, 
or capitulation” of the losing side.85 Other studies, notably by the Uppsala Conflict Data 
Program at Uppsala University in Sweden, have shown that after the end of the Cold War, 
the percentage of civil conflicts ending with a political agreement grew, though were never 
close to a majority. A still larger share end ambiguously or just burn out, with neither a 
political settlement nor a victory.86 After 2001, as rebels in civil wars were increasingly 
considered terrorists with which no negotiations were possible, the percentage of conflict-
ending political settlements dipped again.87
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This historical track record bodes ill for Syria. If other civil wars are any guide, the Syr-
ian war would be exceptional if it ended today and unusual if it ever ended via a negotiated 
political settlement. Intervening powers may have overestimated the extent to which they 
could decisively affect the course of events in Syria, and no party escalated enough to give one 
side the strength and firepower to eliminate the others completely. Interventions in support 
of Syrian rebels have likely pushed the regime to use more violence against civilians than it 
would have if the rebels never received any support. This has exacerbated flows of refugees 
and internally displaced persons, and yielded staggering levels of casualties and physical de-
struction. Asad’s actions have certainly been barbaric, but external support for rebels—pro-
vided in large part to counter Asad’s barbarity—seems to have had the effect of increasing 
civilian deaths, prolonging the conflict, and exacerbating the many ills with which the Syrian 
conflict is now identified.

Implications for U.S. Policy: Syria as a Complex System
Laying out these five conundrums should be read neither as an appeal for more muscular 

U.S. involvement in Syria nor as advice to stand aside in the face of aggression against allies, 
partners, or innocent civilians. There are, however, some implications for U.S. policy in Syria 
and beyond:

■■ While it is probably too simplistic to conclude that easing pressure on Asad would 
somehow wean him away from the Iranians (that relationship is long-standing, and Asad 
correctly perceives that he has few reliable friends), those contemplating greater pressure 
on Asad to change his regime’s behavior should be cognizant of the potential ramifications 
for the United States and its allies—particularly greater regime dependence on Iran and, 
thus, Iranian entrenchment in Syria—and the grim consequences for Syrian civilians and 
Syria’s neighbors. This includes sanctions pressure, which may make Syria even less able 
to assert itself against Iran even in cases where it might otherwise do so, making it even 
more likely that Iran will be able to transform Syria into a platform for power projection.

■■ If the United States seeks to isolate the Syrian regime, policymakers should be cognizant 
that some countries in the region, including U.S. partners that once supported the opposi-
tion, seem to be concluding that further emboldening Iran is too high a price to pay for 
weakening Asad and are gradually reestablishing ties that were broken after 2011. The Unit-
ed Arab Emirates recently reopened its embassy in Damascus, and Bahrain quickly followed 
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suit.88 Jordan is reestablishing trade links through its land border crossing.89 Sudan’s former 
president visited Syria in December 2018.90 While it may never be the case that Asad fully 
returns to “the Arab fold” (Arab states have tried and failed in this gambit multiple times 
over the last several decades91), many leaders in the region likely see the trajectory of the 
conflict and have concluded that their efforts are better spent trying to convince the regime 
to at least not cede so much to Iran in order to survive.

■■ A fractured opposition without a true center of gravity, save for the most radical ele-
ments, is a challenge for U.S. policy in large part because the Syrian opposition has been a 
political cause that the United States and its partners championed. U.S. officials meet with 
Syrian oppositionists at senior levels, provided financial and other forms of support, and 
accorded them in official statements the status of one of the two sides to the conflict. And 
yet to see an end to this war on terms favorable to U.S. national security, the United States 
has to recognize that this cause may never have had a cohesive and truly moderate entity 
behind it that was capable of carrying the weight that the United States and others in the 
international community had once put on its shoulders.

■■ Partnering with nonstate actors carries hazards and sometimes raises unfulfillable ex-
pectations. Partnering with the SDF permitted the territorial defeat of IS without a major 
commitment of U.S. ground forces. But in addition to intensifying the U.S.-Turkey rift, it 
created an expectation that the United States would somehow look after the SDF once the 
campaign against IS was over, or at least protect it from Turkish attacks. The United States, 
however, has rarely made a long-term commitment to nonstate partners, suggesting that 
the limits of what is essentially a transactional relationship should be made brutally clear 
at the outset. Besides the sense of moral obligation toward the SDF that many U.S. of-
ficials and members of Congress expressed, some observers also worried about the effect 
of a U.S. abandonment of the SDF on future U.S. efforts to work with local partner forces. 
As Morgan Kaplan, a scholar at Northwestern University, writes, “the long-term issue is 
not that the United States may now struggle to find local actors willing to sign up for a 
[by, with, and through] relationship—the United States will always need transactional 
partners and there will always be local actors eager for U.S. help. The problem is that the 
quality of prospective partners will diminish, and the value of these transactional partner-
ships may be further cheapened.”92
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■■ Russia, like the United States, seems to have found the limit to potential cooperation. 
As long as Russians perceive that the United States seeks a Syria without Asad, Moscow 
will find little common ground with Washington. This suggests hard limits to U.S. efforts 
aimed at effecting changes to Syria’s political system that amount to regime change, and 
particularly the scope for cooperation with Russia as long as that remains a U.S. goal. To 
the extent that Russia considers keeping Asad in power and his regime unreformed as 
vital strategic interests, no amount of reconstruction assistance for a post-Asad Syria or 
sanctions on the regime will be enough to induce Russian cooperation on U.S. aims. Giv-
ing in to the United States, in this case, is a red line.93

Conclusion
Many of the conundrums the United States now grapples with in Syria and with its neigh-

bors were predictable. History and experience suggested that Asad would react brutally to an 
uprising and refuse to yield to pressure, that Iran and Russia would unapologetically defend his 
regime, that multiple foreign interventions would prolong the war and increase the bloodshed, 
and that civilians would overwhelmingly bear the brunt of the conflict.

But once the United States ventures into any situation as volatile, complex, and ambiguous 
as Syria, unpredictable consequences are virtually inevitable.94 For example, in the 8 years since 
the conflict began—and unpredicted at the time—refugee flows toward Europe inflamed Euro-
pean politics, where many observers believe it drove the rise of populism and even fed support 
for Brexit.95 The establishment of a tiny garrison in the Syrian south to support the counter-IS 
campaign afforded protection to—and thus perpetuated—what became the largest and most 
vulnerable agglomeration of internally displaced persons in Syria. And perhaps of greatest con-
cern, Iran and its proxies exploited Asad’s weakness and chaos in southern Syria to broaden 
their front against Israel, drawing Israel into a conflict that it had long avoided.

In the end, involvement in a civil conflict like Syria can create profoundly difficult dilem-
mas, both political and moral, and carry often unpredictable consequences that may ultimately 
prove to outweigh the benefit of getting involved in the first place.
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